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LIST OF TRANSNET PORT TERMINALS CHARGES
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
“Transnet” shall mean Transnet SOC Ltd Registration No: 1990/000900/30.
“The Terminal Operator” shall mean Transnet Port Terminals, a division of Transnet SOC Limited.
Ports: Area of Jurisdiction
The area within which Transnet has jurisdiction at the respective ports is as appearing in The National
Ports Act No.12 of 2005 (”the Act”) and the Port Rules issued in terms of Section 80 (2) of the Act.
Application of Charges
The tariffs set out herein apply at all ports at which the Terminal Operator conducts business and
where one or more of the services in respect of which tariffs are reflected herein are available.
Unless expressly otherwise stated herein, the tariffs are effective from 1 April 2015. The Terminal
Operator reserves the right to review and amend the tariffs set out herein from time to time, as
and when deemed reasonably necessary, at its sole discretion. The tariffs set out herein relate
specifically and only to the services in respect of which they are stipulated and additional charges
may be levied, at the then usual rate charged in respect thereof by the Terminal Operator, for any
service rendered by the Terminal Operator which is not specifically mentioned in relation to any
tariff stipulated herein. Should the Terminal Operator, in rendering the services in respect of which
any tariff is stipulated herein, incur any expenditure or be obliged to render any service in addition
to those in respect of which tariffs are stipulated herein because of any directive or requirement to
do so from or by any competent authority, or should any competent authority impose any charge,
levy or other expense of whatever nature on the Terminal Operator which related to or arises from
the provision of the services provided for herein, the Terminal Operator is entitled to recover such
expense and/or raise additional charges, over and above the tariff provided for herein.
Applicable Conditions
All business is undertaken subject to the terms and conditions contained in this Tariff Book and
where applicable, all terms and conditions incorporated herein by reference in section 1, clause 1;
section 2, clause 1; section 3, clause 1; section 4, clause 1; and section 5, clause 1.
National Ports Act No. 12 of 2005 (including the Port Rules and Harbour Master’s  Written
Instructions)
The National Ports Act No. 12 of 2005 (“the Act”), Port Rules and Harbour Master’s Written
Instructions issued in terms of Section 80 (2) and 74 (3) respectively of the Act shall be deemed to
form an integral part of this Tariff Book. In the event of any conflict arising between the interpretation
of the Act, such Port Rules and Harbour Master’s Written Instructions and this Tariff Book then the
Act, Port Rules and Harbour Master’s Written Instructions shall prevail.
Value Added Tax (VAT)
VAT at the standard rate will be applicable to all the Terminal Operator’s services.
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SECTION 1
Claims for Adjustment or Refund of Terminal Charges
All claims related to charges raised in accordance with the Terminal Operator’s Tariff Book will, for
prescription purposes, be dealt with strictly in terms of the Prescription Act, Act 68 of 1969.
Tariffs quoted in South African Rand.
HANDLING OF CONTAINERS AT CONTAINER TERMINALS
1.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The services rendered by the Terminal Operator to the Customer or Container Operator are
governed by this Tariff Book, read in conjunction with the Terminal Operator’s Conditions of Trade
(“COT”) for Container Terminals and the COT Appendices thereto and the Standard Operating
Procedures for the Container Terminals (“SOPCT”) and the SOPCT Appendices thereto (a copy of
which are available on request and on the Terminal Operator’s website: www.transnet-tpt.net)
which constitute the entire agreement between the parties to any aspect, matter or thing
referred to herein or which arises out of or relates to such matters as are referred to, and shall be
the sole and exclusive memorial thereof.
Container Terminal
An area especially set aside primarily for the handling of containers by specialised equipment in
the following container terminals:
 Durban (Pier 1 and Pier 2)
 Ngqura
 Port Elizabeth
 Cape Town
Container
Any container, reefer container, controlled atmosphere container, integral reefer container,
transportable tank or flat rack container that conforms to the International Standards Organisation
standard container type designations. Containers not complying with this standard will be handled
at the discretion of the Terminal Operator.
		
Empty Container
Any container, reefer container, controlled atmosphere container, integral reefer container,
transportable tank or flat rack container that conforms to the International Standards
Organisation standard container type designations that is free of cargo (empty in content). In the
case of transportable tanks which have previously contained hazardous cargo, these will only be
considered empty if a gas-free certificate is presented in respect of such container.
Abnormal/Out of Gauge Containers
Any container in or on which there is cargo, the dimensions of which cargo exceed any of the external
dimensions of the container in or on which such cargo is carried, or any container which, whether
by reason of damage thereto, or its design, size, mass or any other reason, cannot be handled by
means of the standard container handling equipment employed by the Terminal Operator for the
handling of containers, from time to time. The Terminal Operator may, in its sole discretion, refuse
to handle such abnormal/out of gauge containers and, should the Terminal Operator handle such
containers, it does so without accepting or incurring any liability to any party for any loss of or
damage to such container, any cargo in or on such container, or any other property whatsoever.
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SECTION 1
Reefer Containers
Any reefer containers, including reefer clip-on units, heated tanks and fantainers, that move via the
reefer area and require power connection.
IMDG – (International Maritime Dangerous Goods) Containers
Any cargo/residue defined as dangerous/hazardous under the IMDG (International Maritime
Dangerous Goods) Code and/or SANS (South African National Standard) 10228.
Transhipment Containers
Any container in respect of which both landing and shipping movements occur at the same
container terminal. Without exception only those identified as transhipment containers in the ICL
or EDI submitted in respect of such containers prior to their handling, will qualify and be charged
as transhipment containers. Any subsequent change in the transhipment status will result in the
container being treated as a normal import container from the time of landing, for billing purposes.
Where either the landing or shipment takes place at any other terminal within the Port, the
container so landed or shipped will not be regarded as a transhipment container.
Container Sizes
Size
45’

13,7m

L(mm)

X W(mm)

X

H(mm)

Max mass

13 716

X

X

2 438

30 480 kg

2 438

45’

13,7m

13 716

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

40’

12m

12 192

X

2 438

X

2 438

30 480 kg

40’

12m

12 192

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

20’

6m

6 058

X

2 438

X

2 438

30 480 kg

20’

6m

6 058

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

The maximum mass reflected is conditional on the container being plate rated to carry that mass.
High Cube Containers
The above dimensions but with a height of 2 896mm.
Direct Restow
The movement of a container by a container gantry crane from a position on a vessel to another
position in the same bay on the same vessel, without the container being temporarily placed on the
quay or elsewhere on the vessel.
Indirect Restow
The movement of a container from a position on a vessel to another position on the same vessel
by means of a container gantry crane with the container being temporarily placed on the quay or
elsewhere on the vessel before it is finally placed in the same, or in another position.
Early Arrival Containers
A container that arrives in the terminal before the stack into which it is to be taken has been
opened. The acceptance of early arrival containers is at the discretion of the Terminal Operator
and additional charges will be raised in respect of early arrival containers.
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SECTION 1
Late Arrival Containers
A container that arrives in the terminal after the stack into which it is to be taken up has been
closed. The acceptance of late arrival containers is at the discretion of the Terminal Operator
and additional charges will be raised in respect of late arrival containers.
Load Ready
When a vessel is, in all aspects, ready to commence loading all containers in the export stack.
Arrives
The vessel reports its arrival within the boundaries of the relevant port as defined in the
Standard Operating Procedures for Container Terminals (SOPCT).
Ro-Ro Vessel
A vessel which has certain cargo decks accessible only by means of a ramp which is lowered onto
the quayside and over which cargo is driven on board or off the vessel by means of the ramp.
Fully Cellular Vessel
A vessel which is purpose built for the transportation of ISO standard containers stacked on top
of each other in vertical guide shafts into and from which containers are loaded or discharged,
where no general freight is carried.
Non-Cellular Vessel
A vessel which is not purpose built to carry only ISO standard containers and which may carry
non-containerised cargo. Not all hatches into which containerised cargo will be loaded or
discharged on this vessel will have vertical guide shafts although there may be some hatches
which do.
2.

TERMINAL HANDLING AT THE CONTAINER TERMINALS
The following services are covered:
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Physical and administrative checks
Acceptance/delivery of the container at a designated interchange zone within the terminal
from a container road haulage vehicle or at the railhead
Loading/unloading of the container at the terminal interchange zone to/from a hauler or
when lifted from/placed on a rail wagon at the railhead
Conveyance between the terminal interchange zones or railhead and the stack
Stacking/destacking, making reefer connections and monitoring
Conveyance between the stack and the vessel
Handling by container gantry crane and/or ships crane and/or rail transfer gantry crane, as
the case may be
Stevedoring

SECTION 1


Reefer containers moved via the reefer area, out of gauge, abnormal and 	IMDG containers
are subject to the surcharges contained in the list of terminal handling charges

Services not covered:


Transport costs between the container terminal and other terminals/berths within the
same port and between ports

TERMINAL HANDLING CHARGES
				
Per Container		
2.1 Landing/Shipping for:		

Container
Terminals
R

Normal Containers
6m/20’ containers

1 471,00	

12m/40’ containers

2 172,00	

13,7m/45’ containers

2 874,00

Empty Containers (Imports and exports only)
6m/20’ containers

1 312,00

12m/40’ containers

1 939,00

13,7m/45’ containers

2 566,00

Reefer Containers
6m/20’ containers
Surcharge per container
12m/40’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 471,00
626,00
2 172,00	
940,00

13,7m/45’ containers

2 874,00	

Surcharge per container

1 247,00

IMDG Containers (All classes)
6m/20’ containers

2 052,00

12m/40’ containers

3 050,00	

13,7m/45’ containers

4 039,00

Abnormal Containers
6m/20’ containers

2 052,00

12m/40’ containers

3 050,00

13,7m/45’ containers

4 039,00
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SECTION 1
				

Container

Per Container		

Terminals

2.2 Transhipping for:		

R

Transhipping – inwards and outwards movements at the same container
terminal.
Normal Containers
6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 471,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 471,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 172,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 172,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

2 874,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

2 874,00

Reefer Containers
6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 784,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 784,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 642,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 642,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

3 498,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 498,00

IMDG Containers (All classes)
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6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 760,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 760,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 609,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 609,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

3 457,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 457,00

SECTION 1
					

Container

Per Container		

Terminals

Abnormal Containers		

R

6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 760,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 760,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 609,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 609,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

3 457,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 457,00

2.3 Movements of Containers within the Terminal, per movement
6m/20’ containers

428,00	

12m/40’ containers

644,00	

13,7m/45’ containers

858,00

2.4 Restowage
		

2.4.1 Direct Restows
Direct, per container (normal container)

656,00	

Direct, per container (reefer container)

656,00	

Direct, per container (IMDG container)
Direct, per container (abnormal container)
		

656,00	
1 231,00

2.4.2 Indirect Restows
6m/20’ containers (normal container)

1 603,00	

6m/20’ containers (reefer container)

2 177,00	

6m/20’ containers (IMDG container)

2 177,00	

6m/20’ containers (abnormal container)

2 177,00

12m/40’ containers (normal container)

2 341,00	

12m/40’ containers (reefer container)

3 200,00	

12m/40’ containers (IMDG container)

3 200,00	

12m/40’ containers (abnormal container)

3 200,00

13,7m/45’ containers (normal container)

3 077,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (reefer container)

4 226,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (IMDG container)

4 226,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (abnormal container)

4 226,00
10

SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

2.5 Hatchcovers		
Per movement

R
751,00

2.6 Reefer power supply charge for transhipment containers including fantainers
from the date of discharge of the container until the earlier of the arrival
or the stack opening of the final on-carrier vessel (Per day or part thereof)
In the event of a Shipping Line requesting a stack closing date which is later
than the arrival of the on-carrier vessel or the on-carrier vessel making
more than one call at the terminal, the reefer power supply charge will be
applicable from date of discharge of the container until the stack opening of
the final on-carrier vessel (Per day or part thereof)
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

210,00
313,00
313,00

2.7 Non-Cellular Vessels: 10% surcharge per container.
2.8 Ro-Ro Vessels: 12% surcharge per container.
3.

4.

5.

LATE ARRIVAL OF CONTAINERS (Only applicable to exports)
A late arrival container may be accepted in the terminal at the Terminal Operator’s
discretion and the following additional charges will be payable per container:

2 522,00

AMENDMENT/CANCELLATION FEE
For each and every amendment/cancellation per container to be applied only when
the amendment/cancellation does not result in the container having to be moved:

127,00

AMENDMENT/CANCELLATION WITH AN ADDITIONAL MOVE	
If any of the following criteria are amended and this amendment results in the
container having to be moved, the following tariff which includes the move in
stack, will be applicable:
 Vessel
 Voyage
 Port of destination
 Status full/empty
 Status normal to other or vice-versa
 Mass
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers
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555,00	
771,00	
985,00

SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

6.

7.

8.

9.

PHOTOCOPYING/REPRINTING OF NAVIS EQUIPMENT INTERCHANGE		
REPORTS
Charges per copy
HIRE OF GANTRY CRANES
For use of a container gantry crane, including the use of a heavy lift beam or other
special purpose apparatus:
Per half hour or part thereof
The handling of any un-containerised cargo is not included in the above charge and
will be quoted for at the Terminal’s discretion on a case by case basis.
REPLACEMENT OF AUTOGATE TRUCK CARD
First issue or replacement of autogate truck card
Per card
		
PROVISION/REPLACEMENT OF TRUCK BAT NUMBER
Per number

R
18,00

2 160,00

574,00

70,00

10. STORAGE OF CONTAINERS
Within 72 hours of the discharge of each container from the vessel, in respect of
each and every call of the vessel at the terminal, the Customer or the Container
Operator shall provide the Terminal Operator with delivery instructions in respect
of all containers discharged and shall, in respect of containers containing any
cargo not cleared by the Customs authorities provide instructions for delivery
in bond and, in respect of containers containing all cleared cargo, shall provide
delivery instructions.
The onus remains on the Customer or Container Operator to ensure that the
container and cargo is released by the Customs authorities before delivery is
effected, unless released in bond to a depot licensed by Customs authorities.
Further, the onus remains on the Customer or Container Operator to ensure that
such delivery in bond is executed by a South African Revenue Services licensed
transporter in terms of the Customs Act to transport such container and cargo
in bond.
Import containers which have not been customs cleared (including consignments
which have been stopped by any Government Department) or for which cargo dues
orders have not been presented to the carrier, may be kept at the terminal until
disposal instructions have been received.
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SECTION 1
					

Container

Per Container			

Terminals

The period for which such containers will be kept in a terminal will be at the sole
discretion of the Terminal Operator, and all containers remaining in the terminal
after the expiry of the free storage period, shall incur storage charges at the
applicable rate, regardless of the reason why such containers remain in the
terminal.

R

Should the Customer or Container Operator fail to provide delivery instructions
in respect of import containers within 72 hours after completion of discharge of
a vessel, the Terminal Operator may arrange for the removal and storage of such
containers, in bond, to a South African Revenue Services licensed Container Depot
(if applicable) or to any recognised Container Depot, and such removal and storage
of such containers shall be entirely at the risk and expense of the Customer or
Container Operator, and the Terminal Operator shall incur no liability whatsoever
in respect of any loss or damage suffered by the Customer or Container Operator
or any third party which may arise from or in connection with such removal and/or
storage of such containers.
10.1 Storage of import containers		
		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
10.1.1 Storage of import containers including abnormal containers at the
Port of Durban (Durban Container Terminal Pier 1 and Pier 2)
(Uncleared/cleared)
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 3,25 days (78 hours) free, the free period is applied from 00h01
on the day the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves
the gate or is loaded for rail.
			
Day 4 (06h00 - 23h59):
6m/20’ containers
867,00
12m/40’ containers
1 737,00
13,7m/45’ containers
2 602,00
Day 5:
6m/20’ containers	
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers
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1 413,00
2 827,00
4 242,00

SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals
From day 6:		
6m/20’ containers

12m/40’ containers	
13,7m/45’ containers

R
2 300,00
4 594,00
6 892,00

10.1.2 Storage of import containers at the Ports of Port Elizabeth and
Ngqura (Uncleared/cleared)
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the day
the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves the gate or
is loaded for rail.
			
Thereafter, per day or part thereof:
6m/20’ containers
141,00
12m/40’ containers
284,00
13,7m/45’ containers
424,00
10.1.3 Storage of import containers at the Port of Cape Town
(Uncleared/cleared)		
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the day the
vessel completes discharge until the container leaves the gate or is
loaded for rail.
			
Thereafter, per day or part thereof:
6m/20’ containers
141,00
12m/40’ containers
284,00
13,7m/45’ containers
424,00
10.1.4 Storage of import reefer containers at the Port of Durban (Durban
Container Terminal Pier 1 and Pier 2) 
(Uncleared/cleared)		
Storage will be payable as follows:
		
First 3,25 days (78 hours) free, the free period is applied from 00h01
on the day the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves
the gate or is loaded for rail.
			
Day 4 (06h00 - 23h59) and 5:		
6m/20’ containers
	
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers
From day 6:
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
1
 3,7m/45’ containers

1 603,00
2 406,00
3 209,00
3 211,00
4 815,00
6 419,00
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SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

10.1.5 Storage of import reefer containers at the Ports of Port Elizabeth,
R
Ngqura and Cape Town Container Terminals			
(Uncleared/cleared)
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the day
the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves the gate or
is loaded for rail.
			
From day 5:
6m/20’ containers
	
1 603,00
12m/40’ containers
	
2 406,00
13,7m/45’ containers	
3 209,00
			
10.1.6 Storage of import abnormal containers at the Ports of Port
Elizabeth, Ngqura and Cape Town Container Terminals
(Uncleared/cleared)		
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the day
the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves the gate or
is loaded for rail.
		
Day 5 and 6:
6m/20’ containers	
713,00
12m/40’ containers	
1 071,00
13,7m/45’ containers	
1 428,00
		
From day 7:			
6m/20’ containers	
1 567,00
12m/40’ containers
2 353,00
13,7m/45’ containers
3 139,00
10.2 Storage of export containers		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)		
Storage will be applicable as indicated.
Free storage - calculated from the vessel’s stack opening date up to and
including the date the vessel arrives or is load ready, whichever is the later,
provided the vessel does not fall back more than 48 hours from the firm
stack closing date/time.
Containers taken up in the export stack but the vessel falls back more than
48 hours from the firm stack closing date/time, will attract a daily storage
fee as indicated hereunder from the date the stack closed until the date that
the vessel arrives, or in the event that a vessel makes more than one call at a
terminal during the same port call, the load ready date.
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SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

			
6m/20’ containers
	

R
70,00

12m/40’ containers

	

141,00

13,7m/45’ containers

	

210,00

Charges per reefer container including fantainers:
6m/20’ containers

	

258,00

12m/40’ containers

	

423,00

13,7m/45’ containers

	

494,00

10.3 Early Arrival of Containers
Early arrival containers - export containers arriving on terminal before the
stack opens for the vessel are subject to the prior approval of the Shipping
Line controlling the container and the Terminal Operator. The Shipping Line
controlling the container will be billed an early arrival fee per container as
follows:
6m/20’ containers

	

1 038,00	

12m/40’ containers

	

1 667,00	

13,7m/45’ containers

	

2 293,00

Export containers amended from one vessel to another after arrival on
terminal (including shut out containers) will attract an early arrival and an
amending/cancellation fee.
10.4 Short Shipment Storage (only applicable if vessel cuts and runs) excluding
transhipment containers		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
If a vessel arrives later than 6 hours of the confirmed 7 day ETA and does not
load all containers in the stack for the vessel, storage charges on the short
shipment containers will be applied from the time the container entered the
terminal up  until it is either loaded onto a subsequent vessel or removed
from the terminal.
		
6m/20’ containers

	

885,00

12m/40’ containers

	

1 767,00

13,7m/45’ containers

	

2 652,00
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SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

10.5 Storage of Transhipment Containers		

R

(Per container, per day or part thereof)
Transhipment containers, amended from one vessel to another after arrival
on terminal (including shut out containers), will  attract an amending/
cancellation fee with an additional move, in addition to the transhipment
storage charges.
Containers stored in the terminal awaiting the on-carrying vessel - first 7
days free, calculated from the date the pre-carrier completes discharge,
until the date that the on-carrier vessel arrives, or in the event that a
vessel makes more than one call at a terminal during the same port call,
the load ready date.
10.5.1 Storage of transhipment containers
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 7 days

Free

Day 8 to 10:
6m/20’ containers

27,00

12m/40’ containers

56,00

13,7m/45’ containers

83,00

Day 11 to 14:
6m/20’ containers

56,00

12m/40’ containers

112,00

13,7m/45’ containers

168,00

From day 15:

17

6m/20’ containers

112,00

12m/40’ containers

226,00

13,7m/45’ containers

337,00

SECTION 1
			

Container

Per Container

Terminals

10.5.2 Transhipment Reefer Storage		

R

Free

First 7 days
Day 8 to 10:
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

50,00
104,00
155,00

Day 11 to 14:
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

104,00
208,00
311,00

From day 15:
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

208,00
416,00
623,00

11. TAILBOARD INSPECTION
Movement of the container within the container terminal area:

864,00
1 301,00
1 731,00

6m/20’ containers
 2m/40’ containers
1
13,7m/45’ containers
12. IMMOBILISATION OF VESSELS WITHOUT AUTHORISATION
1st hour or part thereof
2nd hour or part thereof
Thereafter per hour or part thereof

293 710,00
391 614,00
587 422,00

13. CONTACT NUMBERS FOR CONTAINER TERMINALS
Durban Container Terminal (Pier 2)
Tel: 031 361 6850/6595/6980

Port Elizabeth Container Terminal
Tel: 041 507 1837/1800

Durban Container Terminal (Pier 1)
Tel: 031 361 6462/6284

Cape Town Container Terminal
Tel: 021 449 2177

Ngqura Container Terminal
Tel: 041 507 8424
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Claims for Adjustment or Refund of Terminal Charges
All claims related to charges raised in accordance with the Terminal Operator’s Tariff Book will, for
prescription purposes, be dealt with strictly in terms of the Prescription Act, Act 68 of 1969.
HANDLING OF CONTAINERS AT RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL TERMINALS
1.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The services rendered by the Terminal Operator to the Customer are governed by this Tariff
Book, read in conjunction with the Terminal Operator’s Standard Terms and Conditions for the
Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals (a copy of which are available on request and on
the Terminal Operator’s website: www.transnet-tpt.net) which constitute the entire agreement
between any parties in regard to such matters as are referred to, and shall be the sole and
exclusive memorial thereof.
Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminal
An area especially set aside primarily for the handling of general breakbulk cargo, bulk cargo,
containers and vehicles by standard port equipment at the following Ro-Ro,  Breakbulk and
Agricultural Terminals:
 Richards Bay
 Port Elizabeth
 Durban
 Cape Town
 Maydon Wharf
 Saldanha
 East London
Container
Any container, reefer container, controlled atmosphere container, integral reefer container,
transportable tank or flat rack container that conforms to the International Standards Organisation
standard container type designations. Containers not complying with this standard will be handled
at the discretion of the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals.
Empty Container
Any container, reefer container, controlled atmosphere container, integral reefer container,
transportable tank or flat rack container that conforms to the International Standards
Organisation standard container type designations that is free of cargo (empty in content). In the
case of transportable tanks which have previously contained hazardous cargo, these will only be
considered empty if a gas-free certificate is presented in respect of such container.
Abnormal/Out of Gauge Containers
Any container in or on which there is cargo, the dimensions of which cargo exceed any of the external
dimensions of the container in or on which such cargo is carried, or any container which, whether
by reason of damage thereto, or its design, size, mass or any other reason, cannot be handled by
means of the standard container handling equipment employed by the Terminal Operator for the
handling of containers, from time to time. The Terminal Operator may, in its sole discretion, refuse
to handle such abnormal/out of gauge containers and, should the Terminal Operator handle such
containers, it does so without accepting or incurring any liability to any party for any loss of or
damage to such container, any cargo in or on such container, or any other property whatsoever.
Reefer Containers
Any reefer containers, including reefer clip-on units, heated tanks and fantainers, that move via the
reefer area and require power connections.
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IMDG – (International Maritime Dangerous Goods) Containers
Any cargo/residue defined as dangerous/hazardous under the IMDG (International Maritime
Dangerous Goods) Code and/or SANS (South African National Standard) 10228.
Transhipment Containers
Any container in respect of which both landing and shipping movements occur at the same terminal.
Without exception only those identified as transhipment containers in the ICL or EDI submitted
in respect of such containers prior to their handling, will qualify and be charged as transhipment
containers. Any subsequent change in the transhipment status will result in the container being
treated as a normal import container from the time of landing, for billing purposes. Where either
the landing or shipment takes place at any other terminal within the Port, the container so landed
or shipped will not be regarded as a transhipment container.
Container Sizes
Size
45’

13,7m

L(mm)

X W(mm)

X

H(mm)

Max mass

13 716

X

X

2 438

30 480 kg

2 438

45’

13,7m

13 716

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

40’

12m

12 192

X

2 438

X

2 438

30 480 kg

40’

12m

12 192

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

20’

6m

6 058

X

2 438

X

2 438

30 480 kg

20’

6m

6 058

X

2 438

X

2 591

30 480 kg

The maximum mass reflected is conditional on the container being plate rated to carry that mass.
High Cube Containers
The above dimensions but with a height of 2 896mm.
Direct Restow
The movement of a container by means of a Terminal Operator’s crane from a position on a vessel
to another position on the same vessel, without the container being temporarily placed on the quay
or elsewhere on the vessel.
Indirect Restow
The movement of a container from a position on a vessel to another position on the same vessel
by means of a crane, with the container being temporarily placed on the quay or elsewhere on the
vessel before it is finally placed in the same, or in another position.
Early Arrival Containers
A container that arrives in the terminal before the stack into which it is to be taken has been
opened. The acceptance of early arrival containers is at the discretion of the Terminal Operator
and additional charges will be raised in respect of early arrival containers.
Late Arrival Containers
A container that arrives in the terminal after the stack into which it is to be taken up has been
closed. The acceptance of late arrival containers is at the discretion of the Terminal Operator and
additional charges will be raised in respect of late arrival containers.
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Ro-Ro Vessel
A vessel which has certain cargo decks accessible only by means of a ramp which is lowered onto
the quayside and over which cargo is driven on board or off the vessel by means of the ramp.
Fully Cellular Vessel
A vessel which is purpose built for the transportation of ISO standard containers stacked on top
of each other in vertical guide shafts into and from which containers are loaded or discharged,
where no general freight is carried.
Non-Cellular Vessel
A vessel which is not purpose built to carry only ISO standard containers and which may carry
non-containerised cargo. Not all hatches into which containerised cargo will be loaded or
discharged on this vessel will have vertical guide shafts although there may be some hatches
which do.
2.

TERMINAL HANDLING AT RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL TERMINALS
The following services are covered:


Physical and administrative checks



Acceptance/delivery of the container at a designated interchange zone within the Terminal
from a container road haulage vehicle or at the railhead



Loading/unloading of the container at the terminal interchange zone to/from a  hauler or
when lifted from/placed on a rail wagon at the railhead



Conveyance between the terminal interchange zones or railhead and the stack



Stacking/destacking, making reefer connections and monitoring



Conveyance between the stack and the vessel



Loading and off-loading of rail wagons



Handling by crane onto/off a vessel where applicable



Reefer containers moved via the reefer area, out of gauge, abnormal and IMDG containers
are subject to the surcharges contained in the list of terminal handling charges

Services not covered:


Transport costs between the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminal and  other
terminals/berths within the same port and between ports
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SECTION 2
TERMINAL HANDLING CHARGES
			
Per Container
2.1 Landing/Shipping for:		
				
Normal Containers
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and
Agricultural Terminals
Ship’s Gear Mobile Crane
R
R
1 210,00	
1 924,00	
2 638,00

1 386,00
2 100,00
2 814,00

Empty Containers (Imports and Exports only)
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

1 079,00
1 717,00
2 356,00

1 244,00
1 882,00
2 521,00

Reefer Containers
6m/20’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 210,00
658,00

1 386,00
658,00

12m/40’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 924,00	
991,00

2 100,00
991,00

13,7m/45’ containers
Surcharge per container

2 638,00	
1 319,00

2 814,00
1 319,00

IMDG Containers (all classes)
6m/20’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 210,00
615,00

1 386,00
615,00

12m/40’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 924,00	
925,00

2 100,00
925,00

13,7m/45’ containers
Surcharge per container

2 638,00
1 231,00

2 814,00
1 231,00

Abnormal Containers
6m/20’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 210,00	
615,00

1 386,00
615,00

12m/40’ containers
Surcharge per container

1 924,00
925,00

2 100,00
925,00

13,7m/45’ containers
Surcharge per container

2 638,00
1 231,00

2 814,00
1 231,00
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Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

2.2 Transhipping
Transhipping – inwards and outwards movements at the same  Ro-Ro,
Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminal
				
				

Ship’s Gear Mobile Crane
R

R

Normal Containers
6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 210,00

1 386,00

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 210,00

1 386,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

1 924,00

2 100,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

1 924,00

2 100,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

2 638,00

2 814,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

2 638,00

2 814,00

6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 868,00

2 044,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 868,00

2 044,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 915,00

3 091,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 915,00

3 091,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

3 957,00

4 133,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 957,00

4 133,00

6m/20’ containers (inwards)

1 825,00

2 001,00	

6m/20’ containers (outwards)

1 825,00

2 001,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)

2 849,00

3 025,00	

12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 849,00

3 025,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)

3 869,00

4 045,00	

13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 869,00

4 045,00

Reefer Containers

IMDG Containers (all classes)
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Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

					
		

Ship’s Gear Mobile Crane

Abnormal Containers		
6m/20’ containers (inwards)
6m/20’ containers (outwards)

R
1 825,00
1 825,00

R
2 001,00	
2 001,00

12m/40’ containers (inwards)
12m/40’ containers (outwards)

2 849,00
2 849,00

3 025,00	
3 025,00

13,7m/45’ containers (inwards)
13,7m/45’ containers (outwards)

3 869,00
3 869,00

4 045,00	
4 045,00

2.3 Movements of Containers within the Terminal, per movement
6m/20’ containers
12m/40’ containers
13,7m/45’ containers

428,00		
644,00		
858,00

2.4 Restowage
		

		

2.4.1 Direct Restows
Direct, per container (normal container)
Direct, per container (reefer container)
Direct, per container (IMDG container)
Direct, per container (abnormal container)

NA
NA
NA
NA

558,00
558,00
558,00
1 165,00

1 505,00
2 087,00
2 087,00
2 087,00

1 699,00
2 284,00
2 284,00
2 284,00

12m/40’ containers (normal container)
12m/40’ containers (reefer container)
12m/40’ containers (IMDG container)
12m/40’ containers (abnormal container)

2 258,00
3 131,00
3 131,00
3 131,00

2 442,00
3 316,00
3 316,00
3 316,00

13,7m/45’ containers (normal container)
13,7m/45’ containers (reefer container)
13,7m/45’ containers (IMDG container)
13,7m/45’ containers (abnormal container)

3 010,00
4 175,00
4 175,00
4 175,00

3 183,00
4 347,00
4 347,00	
4 347,00

2.4.2 Indirect Restows
6m/20’ containers (normal container)
6m/20’ containers (reefer container)
6m/20’ containers (IMDG container)
6m/20’ containers (abnormal container)
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Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

2.5 Hatchcovers			

3.

R

Per movement using the Terminal Operator’s crane		

728,00

Per placement on quayside using ship’s gear (once only) 		

728,00

LATE ARRIVAL OF CONTAINERS (Only applicable to exports)
A late arrival container may be accepted in the terminal at the Terminal
Operator’s discretion and the following additional charges will be payable per
container: 		

4.

2 522,00

AMENDMENT/CANCELLATION FEE
For each and every amendment/cancellation per container to be applied only
when the amendment/cancellation does not result in the container having to be
moved:		

5.

127,00

AMENDMENT/CANCELLATION WITH AN ADDITIONAL MOVE
If any of the following criteria are amended and this amendment results in the
container having to be moved, the following tariff which includes the move in
stack, will be applicable:


Vessel



Voyage



Port of destination



Status full/empty



Status normal to other or vice-versa



Mass

6m/20’ containers		

555,00

12m/40’ containers		

771,00

13,7m/45’ containers		

985,00

		
6.

PHOTOCOPYING/ REPRINTING OF NAVIS EQUIPMENT INTERCHANGE REPORTS
Charges per copy		
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18,00

SECTION 2
			
Per Container
7.

Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and
Agricultural Terminals

STORAGE OF CONTAINERS
Within 72 hours of the discharge of each container from the vessel, in respect of each and every
call of the vessel at the terminal, the Customer or Container Operator shall provide the Terminal
Operator with delivery instructions in respect of all containers discharged and shall, in respect
of containers containing any cargo not cleared by the Customs authorities provide instructions
for delivery in bond and, in respect of containers containing all cleared cargo, shall provide
delivery instructions.
The onus remains on the Customer or Container Operator to ensure that the container and cargo
is released by Customs authorities before delivery is effected, unless released in bond to a
depot licensed by Customs authorities. Further, the onus remains on the Customer or Container
Operator to ensure that such delivery in bond is executed by a South African Revenue Services
licensed transporter in terms of the Customs Act to transport such container and cargo in bond.
Import Containers which have not been customs cleared (including consignments which
have been stopped by any Government Department) or for which cargo dues orders have
not been presented to the carrier, may be kept at the terminal until disposal instructions
have been received. The period for which such containers will be kept in a terminal
will be at the sole discretion of the Terminal Operator, and all containers remaining in
the terminal after the expiry of the free storage period, shall incur storage charges at
the applicable rate, regardless of the reason why such containers remain in the terminal.
Should the Customer or Container Operator fail to provide delivery instructions in respect
of import containers within 72 hours after completion of discharge of a vessel, the Terminal
Operator may arrange for the removal and storage of such containers, in bond, to a South
African Revenue Services licensed Container Depot (if applicable) or to any recognised
Container Depot, and such removal and storage of such containers shall be entirely at the risk
and expense of the Customer or Container Operator, and the Terminal Operator shall incur no
liability whatsoever in respect of any loss or damage suffered by the Customer or Container
Operator or any third party which may arise from or in connection with such removal and/or
storage of such containers.
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Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

7.1 Storage of import containers			
		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
		

R

7.1.1 Storage of import containers including abnormal containers
(Uncleared/cleared)
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the 		
day the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves 			
the gate or is loaded for rail.

		

Day 5 and 6:
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers 		
13,7m/45’ containers		

141,00
284,00
424,00

From day 7:
6m/20’ containers		
12m/40’ containers		
13,7m/45’ containers		

919,00
1 836,00
2 752,00

7.1.2 Storage of import reefer containers
(Uncleared/cleared)
Storage will be payable as follows:
First 4 days free, the free period is applied from 00h01 on the day 		
the vessel completes discharge until the container leaves the gate 		
or is loaded for rail.

From day 5:
6m/20’ containers		
12m/40’ containers		
13,7m/45’ containers		
		
7.2 Storage of export containers
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
Storage will be applicable as indicated.

1 603,00
2 406,00
3 209,00

Free storage - calculated from the vessel’s stack opening date up to and
including the date the vessel arrives, provided the vessel does not fall back
more than 48 hours from the firm stack closing date/time.
Containers taken up in the export stack but the vessel falls back more than
48 hours from the firm stack closing date/time, will attract a daily storage
fee as indicated hereunder from the date the stack closed until the date
that the vessel arrives, or in the event that a vessel makes more than one
call at a terminal during the same port call, the load ready date.
6m/20’ containers		
12m/40’ containers		
13,7m/45’ containers		
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146,00
218,00

SECTION 2
			

Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

7.3 Early Arrival of Containers 			
Early arrival containers - export containers arriving on terminal before the
stack opens for the vessel are subject to the prior approval of the Shipping
Line controlling the container and the Terminal Operator. The party
presenting the documentation for the container will be billed an early
arrival fee over and above the normal export storage as follows:
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers 		
13,7m/45’ containers		

R

215,00
430,00
644,00

Export containers amended from one vessel to another after arrival on
terminal (including shut out containers) will attract an early arrival and
amending/cancellation fee.
7.4		Short Shipment Storage (Only applicable if a vessel cuts and runs
excluding transhipment containers)		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
If a vessel arrives later than 8 hours (one shift) of the confirmed 5 day
ETA and does not load all containers in the stack for the vessel, storage
charges on the short shipment containers will be applied from the time
the container entered the terminal up until it is either loaded onto a
subsequent vessel or removed from the terminal.
		
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers		
13,7m/45’ containers 		

936,00
1 875,00
2 810,00

7.5 Storage of Transhipment Containers
		
(Per container, per day or part thereof)
Transhipment containers, amended from one vessel to another after arrival
on terminal (including shut out containers), will attract an amending/
cancellation fee with an additional move, in addition to the transhipment
storage charges.
Containers stored in the terminal awaiting the on-carrying vessel - first 7
days free, calculated from the date the pre-carrier completes discharge,
until the date that the on-carrier vessel arrives.
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Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and

Per Container

Agricultural Terminals

7.5.1 Storage will be payable as follows:			
First 7 days 		
From day 8:
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers 		
13,7m/45’ containers 		
8.

TAILBOARD INSPECTION
Movement of the container within the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural
Terminal area:
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers 		
13,7m/45’ containers 		

LIFT ON/LIFT OFF CHARGES
6m/20’ containers 		
12m/40’ containers 		
13,7m/45’ containers 		
		
10. CONTACT NUMBERS FOR RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL TERMINALS

R
Free

72,00
146,00
218,00

864,00
1 301,00
1 731,00

9.

Richards Bay
Tel: 035 905 3104

Port Elizabeth
Tel: 041 507 1837/1800

Durban
Tel: 031 361 8646

Cape Town
Tel: 021 449 5809

Maydon Wharf
Tel: 031 361 3596

Saldanha
Tel: 022 703 4929

East London
Tel: 043 700 1027/1028
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768,00
1 151,00
1 536,00

SECTION 3
HANDLING OF CARGO AT RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL TERMINALS
1

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The services rendered by the Terminal Operator to the Customer are governed by this Tariff
Book, read in conjunction with the Terminal Operator’s Standard Trading Terms and Conditions
for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals, the Standard Terms and Conditions for
All Visitors to the Terminal Operator’s Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals and the
Terminal Operating Guidelines for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals (a copy of
which are available on request and on the Terminal Operator’s website www.transnet-tpt.net)
which constitute the entire agreement between any parties in regard to such matters as are
referred to, and shall be the sole and exclusive memorial thereof.
1.1 Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminal
An area set aside primarily for the handling of breakbulk cargo, bulk cargo, containers and
vehicles, by means of the Terminal Operator’s equipment (as per local arrangement) at the
following Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals:
 Richards Bay
 Port Elizabeth
 Durban
 Cape Town
 Maydon Wharf
 Saldanha
 East London
1.2 Ordinary Working Hours
As per local arrangement.
1.3 Submission of Documentation
All cargo shall be SARS cleared and the landing, shipping or transhipping orders (together
with supporting documentation) shall be presented for acceptance not later than the
closing time of the Terminal Operator’s revenue offices on the day of posting, failing which
a late order charge will apply.
1.4 Ton
Unit of metric tonnage (1 000 kg = 1 ton)
The minimum charge levied per commodity per consignment will be for one ton, thereafter
rounding up will be in 0,1 fractions.
1.5 Penalty Charges
In instances where the tonnage has been under-declared, whether wilful or not, penalty
charges will be payable on a per item, per order basis where the variance exceeds 1 000 kg
(1 ton). Amending orders with subsequent charges, will have to be passed reflecting the
correct tonnage.
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1.6 Breakbulk Cargo
Any cargo which is not classified as Bulk Cargo or as Vehicles in these General Terms and
Conditions, will be regarded as Breakbulk Cargo.
1.7 Abnormal Breakbulk Cargo
Any article which exceeds any one of the following measurements:
 Mass : 30 tons (30 000 kg)
 Length : 12,0 metres
 Width : 2,5 metres
 Height : 2,87 metres
The Terminal Operator may, in its sole discretion, refuse to handle abnormal breakbulk
cargo unless arrangements satisfactory to the Terminal Operator have been made for the
forwarding and carriage thereof. Should the Terminal Operator elect to handle abnormal
breakbulk cargo it does so without accepting or incurring any liability to any party for any
loss of or damage to such cargo or any other property whatsoever.
The Tariff charged by the Terminal Operator, for handling abnormal breakbulk cargo
excludes the cost of any special equipment, including but not limited to mobile cranes,
reach stackers, straddle carriers and extended trailers which may be required for the
handling of such cargo. The Customer is liable for all costs and expenses associated with
obtaining and using such equipment.
1.8 Bulk Cargo
A homogenous commodity in solid or liquid form discharged/shipped by means of grabs,
skips, buckets, baskets, connecting pipes or conduits and by any other technical means,
onto/from vessels, vehicles, rail trucks, tanks or storage areas.
1.9 Vehicles
A vehicle shall mean a device designed or adapted mainly to travel on wheels or crawler
tracks that is capable of being driven or towed and includes such a device which is
connected with a draw-bar to another vehicle.
Vehicle tariffs are based on a per unit base rate subject to any or all of the following criteria
per vehicle category:
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1.9.1 Passenger Unit

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 3 500 kg
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 4,80 metres in length

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,50 metres in width
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,87 metres in height
		Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are excluded from this vehicle category

		

1.9.2 Commercial Unit
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 3 500 kg but not exceeding 8 500 kg

SECTION 3
Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 4,80 metres in length but not
exceeding 12,0 metres
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,50 metres in width
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,87 metres in height
		Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are excluded from this vehicle category


		

1.9.3 Heavy Commercial Unit
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 8 500 kg
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 12,0 metres in length
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 2,50 metres in width
		Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 2,87 metres in height

Any vehicle unit NOT on rubber wheels
		Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are included in this vehicle category irrespective of mass, length, width or
height

1.10 Landing (Excluding abnormal cargo)
		Receiving the cargo and loading out per instruction; and
 Giving the Master a receipt
1.11 Shipping (Excluding abnormal cargo)
 Receiving the cargo for shipping; and
 Obtaining a receipt from the Master
1.12 Transhipping
 Cargo landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel within the same
terminal is treated as transhipment cargo
 Cargo not transhipped within 90 days after the date the discharging vessel was posted
as having arrived, shall, for the SARS and the Terminal Operator’s purposes be regarded
as cargo landed and shipped
 Where cargo is landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel a separate
landing and shipping charge will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo
 Cargo transhipped direct from vessel to vessel is exempt from transhipping charges,
subject to the following conditions:

That such transhipping operations do not interfere with or compromise efficient
Terminal Operations

Cargo is not placed on the quayside

In the event that the quayside is required by the terminal for Terminal Operations,
then the berth must be vacated for such period as required by the Terminal Operator
and all costs associated with such movement/s will be borne by the Customer/
Vessel Owner/Shipping Line and/or their duly authorised representative/s
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1.13 EOHP
Except as otherwise herein provided.
1.14 Dangerous Goods
Any cargo/residue defined as dangerous/hazardous under the IMDG  (International
Maritime Dangerous Goods) Code and/or SANS (South African National Standard)
10228.
1.15 Unitised/Palletised Cargo
Cargo landed/shipped on pallets, in paraweb slings, slip-sheeted cargo and tote/bulk bags
as well as cargo strapped to platforms subject to the requirements listed hereunder.
Such consignments must be manifested, landed and tallied as units and the receipt issued
for units. In addition, the type of package (unit) must be declared on the landing/shipping/
transhipping documents.





Packages/units must as a minimum, equal 1 000 kg each (excluding the pallet/bag)
Packages/units must not exceed 4 000 kg in mass (including the pallet/bag)
Packages/units must be suitably strengthened to allow handling by appliances and, in
respect of cases and platforms, the forklift tunnels must be clearly indicated thereon
Packages/units must remain intact throughout all handling and transportation
operations

1.16 Storage Principles on Cleared Cargo Landed and Cargo for Shipment
Storage charges, per ton, for the first week and thereafter per day or part thereof, applied
as follows:
1.16.1 Cargo Landed
3 days free – from and including the day the vessel completes discharge until the
day of removal
1.16.2 Cargo Shipped
3 days free – from and including the day of receipt of the  cargo until the day
shipping commences
1.17 Storage Principles on Uncleared Landed Cargo
Storage charges, per ton, per day or part thereof, will be applicable from the 4th day
with the day of posting, counting as the first day up 	to and including the day (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays and Public 	Holidays) on which clearance is effected.
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1.18 Storage Principles on Transhipped Cargo
Storage charges, per ton, per day or part thereof, will be applicable from the 8th day after
the discharging vessel completes discharge	 up to and including the day that the oncarrying vessel commences shipping.
1.19 Miscellaneous Services
Any other service which is not included in these General Terms and 	Conditions may be
available on request and is subject to additional charges.
2.

TERMINAL HANDLING CHARGES
The terminal handling, storage and other miscellaneous charges are available on application.
2.1 Miscellaneous Charges
Examples of miscellaneous services for which charges may be raised are set out below,
but these examples do not constitute a closed list and there may be services or situations
where miscellaneous service charges will apply, which are not set out in the examples
below:
2.1.1 Additional Handling – All services over and above the normal landing, shipping,
transhipping services, including additional handling charges incurred in the
event that the mode of transport is amended after arrival of the carrying vessel.
Additional handling charges will be raised per ton per move.
2.1.2 Amending/Cancelling Orders/Adjustment Fees – In the event of an order being
amended, cancelled or adjusted in any manner whatsoever, the applicable amending
or cancellation order charge will be raised against the Customer in respect of such
amendment, cancellation or adjustment as the case may be.
2.1.3 Late Arrival of Cargo – All cargo must be available in the stack at the terminal at
least 12 hours prior to the time of shipment of such cargo. Failure to do so will
result in late arrival charges being raised in respect of each ton of such cargo.
2.1.4 Standby Charges – Standby charges will not be raised in respect of a delay of four
hours or less. Where the delay exceeds four hours, then, irrespective of the extent
by which four hours is exceeded, standby charges will be charged per gang, per hour
for the entire period of the delay including the first four hours.
2.1.5 Late Order Charges – All cargo must be SARS cleared and the landing, shipping or
transhipping orders (together with supporting documentation) must be presented
for acceptance by the Terminal Operator not later than closing time of the Terminal
Operator’s revenue office on the day of posting, failing which a late order charge
will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo.			
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2.1.6 Sorting Charges – In the event that a consignment in a bill of lading is split for
delivery:
2.1.6.1 to different consignees
2.1.6.2 to the same consignee at the same address on different dates
2.1.6.3 by different modes of transport (excluding goods for conveyance by
passenger or fast freight and/or priority fast freight services); or
2.1.6.4 for a portion of the consignment to be reshipped or transhipped then
sorting charges will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo.
2.1.7 Conveyance Charges – Conveyance charges will apply in the following instances
and will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo:
2.1.7.1 Conveyance between the Port and the State Warehouse (where the Terminal
Operator is able to provide the service)
2.1.7.2 Conveyance of cargo between the Terminal Operator berths
3.

CONTACT NUMBERS FOR RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL BULK TERMINALS
Richards Bay
Tel: 035 905 3104

Port Elizabeth
Tel: 041 507 1837/1800

Durban
Tel: 031 361 8646

Cape Town
Tel: 021 449 5809

Maydon Wharf
Tel: 031 361 3596

Saldanha
Tel: 022 703 4929

East London
Tel: 043 700 1027/1028
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SECTION 4
HANDLING OF BULK CARGO AT BULK TERMINALS
1.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The services rendered by the Terminal Operator to the Customer are governed by this Tariff
Book, read in conjunction with the Terminal Operator’s Standard Trading Terms and Conditions
for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals, the Standard Terms and Conditions for
All Visitors to the Terminal Operator’s Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals and the
Terminal Operating Guidelines for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals (a copy of
which are available on request and on the Terminal Operator’s website www.transnet-tpt.net)
which constitute the entire agreement between any parties in regard to such matters as are
referred to, and shall be the sole and exclusive memorial thereof.
1.1 Bulk Terminal
An area especially set aside primarily for the handling of bulk cargo by specialised
equipment at the following Bulk Terminals:






Richards Bay
Maydon Wharf
East London
Port Elizabeth
Saldanha

1.2 Transhipping
 Cargo landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel within the same
terminal is treated as transhipment cargo
 Cargo not transhipped within 90 days after the date the discharging vessel was posted
as having arrived, shall, for the SARS and the Terminal Operator’s purposes be regarded
as cargo landed and shipped
 Where cargo is landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel a separate
landing and shipping charge will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo
 Cargo transhipped direct from vessel to vessel is exempt from transhipping charges,
subject to the following conditions:
 That such transhipping operations do not interfere with or compromise  efficient
Terminal Operations
 Cargo is not placed on the quayside
 In the event that the quayside is required by the terminal for Terminal Operations,
then the berth must be vacated for such period as required by the Terminal Operator
and all costs associated with such movement/s will	 be borne by the Customer/
Vessel Owner/ Shipping Line and/or their duly authorised representative/s
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2.

TERMINAL HANDLING CHARGES
The terminal handling, storage and other miscellaneous charges are available on application.
2.1 Miscellaneous Charges – Any other service which is not included in the General Terms and
Conditions may be available on request and is subject to additional charges.
Examples of miscellaneous services for which charges may be raised are set out below,
but these examples do not constitute a closed list and there may be services or situations
where miscellaneous service charges will apply, which are not set out in  the examples
below:
2.1.1 Additional Handling – All services over and above the normal landing, shipping,
transhipping services, including additional handling charges incurred in the
event that the mode of transport is amended after arrival of the carrying vessel.
Additional handling charges will be raised per ton per move.
2.1.2 Amending/Cancelling Orders/Adjustment Fees – In the event of an order being
amended, cancelled or adjusted in any manner whatsoever, the applicable amending
or cancellation order charge will be raised against the Customer in 	respect of such
amendment, cancellation or adjustment as the case may be.
2.1.3 Late Arrival of Cargo – All cargo must be available in the stack at the terminal at
least 12 hours prior to the time of shipment of such cargo. Failure to do so will
result in late arrival charges being raised in respect of each ton of such cargo.
2.1.4 Standby Charges – Standby charges will not be raised in respect of a delay of four
hours or less. Where the delay exceeds four hours, then, irrespective of	the extent
by which four hours is exceeded, standby charges will be charged 	per gang, per
hour for the entire period of the delay including the first four hours.
2.1.5 Late Order Charges – All cargo must be SARS cleared and the landing, shipping or
transhipping orders (together with supporting documentation) must be	presented
for acceptance by the Terminal Operator not later than the closing	 time of the
Terminal Operator’s revenue office on the day of posting, failing which a late order
charge will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo.
2.1.6 Sorting Charges – In the event that a consignment in a bill of lading is split for
delivery:
2.1.6.1 to different consignees
2.1.6.2 to the same consignee at the same address on different dates
2.1.6.3 by different modes of transport (excluding goods for conveyance by
passenger or fast freight and/or priority fast freight services); or
2.1.6.4 for a portion of the consignment to be reshipped or transhipped then
sorting charges will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo
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2.1.7 Conveyance Charges – Conveyance charges will apply in the following instances and
will be raised in respect of each ton of such cargo:
2.1.7.1 Conveyance between the Port and the State Warehouse (where the Terminal
Operator is able to provide the service)
2.1.7.2 Conveyance of cargo between Terminal Operator’s berths
3.

CONTACT NUMBERS FOR BULK TERMINALS
Richards Bay
Tel: 035 905 3104

Port Elizabeth
Tel: 041 507 1837/1800

Maydon Wharf
Tel: 031 361 3596

Saldanha
Tel: 022 703 4204

East London
Tel: 043 700 1027/1028

In view of the different types of bulk commodities handled at the Port of Richards Bay, some
degree of contamination may take place, despite all precautionary measures taken.
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HANDLING OF VEHICLES AT RO-RO AUTOMOTIVE TERMINALS
1.

GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS
The services rendered by the Terminal Operator to the Customer are governed by this Tariff
Book, read in conjunction with the Terminal Operator’s Standard Trading Terms and Conditions
for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals, the Standard Terms and Conditions for
All Visitors to the Terminal Operator’s Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals and the
Terminal Operating Guidelines for the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals (a copy of
which are available on request and on the Terminal Operator’s website www.transnet-tpt.net)
which constitute the entire agreement between any parties in regard to such matters as are
referred to, and shall be the sole and exclusive memorial thereof.
1.1 Ro-Ro Automotive Terminal
An area especially set aside primarily for the handling of vehicles at the 	following Ro-Ro
Automotive Terminals:




Durban		
East London
Port Elizabeth

1.2 Vehicles
A vehicle shall mean a device designed or adapted mainly to travel on wheels or crawler
tracks that is capable of being driven or towed and includes such a device which is 
connected with a draw-bar to another vehicle.
Vehicle tariffs are based on a per unit base rate subject to any or all of the following criteria
per vehicle category:
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1.2.1 Passenger Unit

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 3 500 kg

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 4,80 metres in length

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,50 metres in width

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,87 metres in height

Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are excluded from this vehicle category

		

1.2.2 Commercial Unit

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 3 500 kg but not exceeding 8 500 kg

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 4,80 metres in length but not
exceeding 12,0 metres

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,50 metres in width

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels not exceeding 2,87 metres in height

Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are excluded from this vehicle category

SECTION 5
		

1.2.3 Heavy Commercial Unit

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 8 500 kg

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 12,0 metres in length

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 2,50 metres in width

Any vehicle unit on rubber wheels exceeding 2,87 metres in height

Any vehicle unit NOT on rubber wheels

Boats on trailers, trailers, agricultural/mining/industrial units and forklift units
are included in this vehicle category irrespective of mass, length, width or height

1.3 Storage Principles on Cleared Cargo Landed and Cargo for Shipment
		
Storage charges, per unit, per day or part thereof, applied as follows:
		

1.3.1 Cargo Landed
3 days free - from and including the day the vessel completes discharge until and
including the day of removal

		

1.3.2 Cargo Shipped
3 days free - from and including the day of receipt of the cargo until and including the
day shipping commences

1.4 Storage Principles on Transhipment Cargo
Storage charges, per unit, per day or part thereof, will be applicable from and including the
8th day with the day of posting, counting as the first day up to and including the day (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays) on which clearance is effected.
1.5 Storage Principles on Uncleared Cargo Landed
Storage charges, per unit, per day or part thereof, will be applicable from and including the
4th day with the day of posting, counting as the first day up to and including the day (excluding
Saturdays, Sundays and Public Holidays) on which clearance is effected.
1.6 Transhipment Vehicles
 Vehicles landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel within the same
terminal are treated as transhipment cargo


Vehicles not transhipped within 90 days after the date the discharging vessel was
posted as having arrived, shall, for the SARS and the Terminal Operator’s purposes be
regarded as vehicles landed and shipped



Where a vehicle is landed and subsequently shipped onto the on-carrying vessel a
separate landing and shipping charge will be raised in respect of each unit
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2.

Vehicles transhipped direct from vessel to vessel are exempt from transhipping charges,
subject to the following conditions:
		That such transhipping operations do not interfere with or compromise efficient
Terminal Operations

Vehicles are not placed on the quayside
		In the event that the quayside is required by the terminal for Terminal Operations,
then the berth must be vacated for such period as required by the Terminal Operator
and all costs associated with such movement/s will be borne by the Customer/
Vessel Owner/ Shipping Line and/or their duly authorised representative/s

TERMINAL HANDLING CHARGES
The terminal handling charges, storage and other miscellaneous charges are available on
application.
2.1 Miscellaneous Charges – Any other service which is not included in the General Terms and
Conditions may be available on request and is subject to additional charges.
Examples of miscellaneous services for which charges may be raised are set out below, but
these examples do not constitute a closed list and there may be services or situations where
miscellaneous service charges will apply, which are not set out in the examples below:
2.1.1 Additional Handling – All services over and above the normal landing, shipping,
transhipping services, including additional handling charges incurred in the event
that the mode of transport is amended after arrival of the carrying  vessel. Additional
handling charges will be raised per vehicle per move.
2.1.2 Amending/Cancelling Orders/Adjustment Fees – In the event of an order being
amended, cancelled or adjusted in any manner whatsoever, the applicable amending
or cancellation order charge will be raised against the Customer in 	respect of such
amendment, cancellation order or adjustment as the case may be.
2.1.3 Late Arrival of Vehicles – All vehicles must be available in the stack at the terminal at
least 12 hours prior to the time of shipment of such cargo. Failure to do so will result
in late arrival charges being raised in respect of each vehicle.
2.1.4 Standby Charges – Standby charges will not be raised in respect of a delay of four
hours or less. Where the delay exceeds four hours, then, irrespective of 	the extent by
which four hours is exceeded, standby charges will be charged per gang, per hour for
the entire period of the delay including the first four hours.
2.1.5 Late Order Charges – All cargo must be SARS cleared and the landing, shipping
or transhipping orders (together with the supporting documentation) must be
presented for acceptance by the Terminal Operator not later than the closing time of
the Terminal Operator’s revenue office on the day of posting, failing which a late order
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charge will be raised in respect of each vehicle. The late order charge will be levied as
follows:



3.

R672,50 for the first unit		
R67,00 for each subsequent unit		
Subject to a maximum total late order charge of R67 200,00  per document

CONTACT NUMBERS FOR RO-RO AUTOMOTIVE TERMINALS
Durban
Tel: 031 361 8646

Port Elizabeth
Tel: 041 507 1837/1800

East London
Tel: 043 700 1027/1028
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CONTACT DETAILS
The Customer Service Centre

0861 204 485

CONTAINER TERMINALS
Durban: Pier 2

031 361 6850/6595/6980

Durban: Pier 1

031 361 6462/6284

Ngqura

041 507 8424

Port Elizabeth

041 507 1837/1800

Cape Town

021 449 2177

RO-RO, BREAKBULK AND AGRICULTURAL TERMINALS
Richards Bay

035 905 3104

Durban

031 361 8646

Maydon Wharf

031 361 3596

East London

043 700 1027/1028

Port Elizabeth

041 507 1837/1800

Cape Town

021 449 5809

Saldanha

022 703 4929

BULK TERMINALS
Richards Bay

035 905 3104

Maydon Wharf *

031 361 3596

East London *

043 700 1027

Port Elizabeth *

041 507 1837/1800

Saldanha

022 703 4204

RO-RO AUTOMOTIVE TERMINALS
Durban

031 361 8646

East London

043 700 1027

Port Elizabeth

041 507 1837/1800

* The Bulk Operations at Maydon Wharf, East London and Port Elizabeth reside under
the Ro-Ro, Breakbulk and Agricultural Terminals at Maydon Wharf, East London and
Port Elizabeth respectively.
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Transnet Port Terminals, Kingsmead Office Park, Stalwart Simelane Street, Durban, 4001
P.O. Box 10124, Marine Parade, 4056
Tel: 031 308 8333
Fax: 031 308 8323
Customer Service Centre: 0861 204 485
www.transnet-tpt.net

